GLOBAL VENTURE CAPITAL
BIG MARKET BETS FOR A BETTER WORLD

TIFFINE WANG
PARTNER – MS&AD VENTURES
To contribute to MS&AD Group's sustainable growth by investing and bridging partnerships with emerging businesses/technologies that would help our business units realize our Group's mission.
**Business Development** to solve current business pain points (Collecting pain points → Sharing new technology)

**Investing in future disrupters** (Sharing cutting-edge technologies and trend → Exploring new areas)
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MS&AD VENTURES
WHO ARE THEY SERVING?
WHAT IS THE IMPACT?

400 Million People Do not have access To proper healthcare

CLIMATE CHANGE GLOBAL RISING TEMP. RISING SEA LEVELS

Lack of viable Economic opportunities

UNSUSTAINABLE WORLD

663 Million People are Undernourished
GOOD MONEY

Good Money is Positive Banking.

Good Money is a revolutionary banking platform that is democratizing access to wealth creation for all Americans through its Equity Back™ and Shares Back™ programs.

Through these programs, we share the profits banks normally make with you in the form of a minimum of 1% equity that is automatically earned by you, just by using your Good Money card on everyday purchases.

GOOD MONEY:
Banking platform which democratizes access to wealth creation through giving shares to its users

LOCATION:
USA

IMPACT:
Financial Inclusion in the US. Supporting the "average" American to join in on financial gains
THIMBLE INSURANCE

THIMBLE
Small/Micro Business Owners Insurance

LOCATION: USA

IMPACT:
Empowering small business owners to expand their business by enabling monthly and daily insurance policies.
I(X)INVESTMENTS:
An impact investing platform with a LP base of 30+ family offices around the world

LOCATION:
USA, Global

IMPACT:
Next Generation Energy, Affordable Housing, Carbon reduction and more
PLEDGE

**PLEDGE:**
A non profit fundraising platform that doesn’t take any fees.

**LOCATION:**
USA

**IMPACT:**
Support non profits globally with fundraising by creating a seamless experience by integrating with various tech platforms. Causes supported include housing, supporting refugees, food shortage, clean water access, animal welfare and more.
CARRO: A used car marketplace that connects used car sellers and buyers through its web and mobile platform.

LOCATION: Singapore, South East Asia

IMPACT: Bringing transparency and security to the car buying process.
HIPPO INSURANCE:
An Insurtech platform that provides homeowner insurance

LOCATION:
USA

IMPACT:
Real time data driven homeowners insurance policies enable more transparency and better claim experience for homeowners.

USA, ISRAEL
TOMORROW.ME:
A financial planning tool for “average” Americans. They give a will completely for free and support life planning conversations.

LOCATION:
USA

IMPACT:
Supports families to start having financial planning conversations earlier by removing the barrier of cost (e.g. having to hire an attorney) and gamifying the experience.

USA
www.linkedin.com/in/tiffinewang
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